Life-time Surface Protection
and Hardware Care

Life-time Glass provides a lifetime protective coating that keeps your new shower enclosure looking sparkling
clear by preventing the dullness that can come from heat and humidity over time. With Life-time Glass, the
look you love now will remain beautiful for years to come. Life-time protects the clarity right from the
beginning and keeps it clear for the lifetime of your shower glass. With the durable Life-time Glass coating,

you get a super-smooth, protective seal that helps your shower glass stay cleaner longer and makes it easier
to clean when you need to. This means you clean less often, with less effort, and the surface won't
deteriorate over its life like untreated surfaces.
Life-time Glass provides supreme clarity and lasting durability. So with regular maintenance, your shower
enclosure built with Life-time Glass will maintain their beauty and clarity for many years to come.

WHAT TO AVOID
Be careful not to use any rough, gritty, abrasive, highly acidic or alkaline cleaners as they may damage the
protective coating. This includes products such as Comet (powder), Ajax, or cerium oxide which damage or
polish back the actual substrate. Never use scrapers or razor blades to remove stubborn deposits or labels.

ACCEPTABLE CLEANING PRODUCTS
Life-time Glass is very robust. In fact there is no solvent that can remove the coating, but as listed above there

are some product types that should be avoided. Below are acceptable cleaning products:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Windex *with no ammonia
Cinch® 2in1 Cleaner
Glass Plus®
Goo Gone®
Ultra Clorox® Bleach

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Tile ActionTM Daily Shower Cleaner
Baking Soda (sodium bicarbonate)
Lime-A-Way®
Mr. Clean®
White Vinegar (5% acetic acid)

NOTE
With any cleaner used on the Life-time Glass surface, a thorough rinse with clean water should follow
immediately. Although these cleaners can be used, Life-time Glass is designed to be an 'Easy Clean coating'
that requires only mild soaps that do not contain harsh or toxic chemicals to maintain the surface effectively.

TIP
Invest in a small, handheld squeegee and keep it handy. Simply squeegee the glass while it’s still wet after
each use to keep it sparkling and make regular cleaning quick and easy.

HARDWARE CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Shower hardware is warrantied for 1 year from installation. The best way to maintain your hardware finish is
to wipe it down with a dry, non-abrasive towel regularly to prevent mineral build-up. Regular cleaning is also
suggested to maintain that ‘good as new’ shine! The recommended method is a mild soap and warm water
mixture, such as Ivory soap or similar. Never use an abrasive cleanser! Many components are coated with a
clear lacquer that will be irreparably damaged if subjected to harsh abrasive chemicals or scrubbing devices.

